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Aristocrat Brings Perfect Blend of Class II, Class III, System Solutions to OIGA 
 
LAS VEGAS (July 22, 2019) – Aristocrat’s deep and broad portfolio of cabinets, games, and system solutions 
helps casino operators of all sizes offer their patrons an unequalled entertainment experience. Now at OIGA 
Conference and Trade Show, Aristocrat will reveal the next phase of entertainment in booth #726 with leading 
products for Class II, Class III, and systems solutions.  
 
VGT Class II Innovations from Aristocrat appear in five different cabinets, each with its own unique features 
that appeal to different player preferences.  
 
In the Helix+™ is a variety of titles that capitalize on the trend of Asian theme and design. Titles include the 
new Julun Caifu™ family of games with the game themes Feichang Foyou™ and Shijie Caifu™. In the Crazy 
Cash™ family of games are the game themes Dragon Emperor Fortunes™ and Prosperous Fortune™. The titles 
Yi Ben Wan Li™ and Son Fu Song Cai™ complete the Xelix+ portfolio on display. 
 
Fans of Aristocrat’s Helix XT™ cabinet will love the thrill of the Hunt for Neptune’s Gold™. Also on the cabinet 
are two new game themes from the Gold Pillars 88™ family: Tree of Luck™ and Blossoming Fortune™. The Helix 
XT goes to the “Xtreme” with all-new single-site, linked-progressive, Class II games based on player-favorite 
titles: Buffalo Xtreme™ and Timber Wolf Xtreme™. 
 
The Arc™ single cabinet features the new game themes Jin Fo Fo and Jin Tong Yu Nu from the Fortune Series, 
and the Client 7™ cabinet features new titles Divine Dragon™, 8 Rings™, Lucky Duck™, and Crazy Cherry™.  
 
On the Class III side, the action keeps getting hotter in Aristocrat’s popular flame55™ cabinet, and at OIGA the 
new Wicked Winnings II Diamond™ game theme will stand alongside the player-favorite Buffalo Diamond™ 
game theme as Aristocrat’s Diamond family of games continues to bring new fun to favorite titles. Also on the 
flame55 are the incredible experiences in the licensed titles WESTWORLD™ and The Big Bang Theory™. 
 
Recently released across the nation, Aristocrat’s new EDGE X™ cabinet has players on the edge of their seat 
with excitement with the fun of Madonna™ and its inventive karaoke singalong feature. FarmVille™ features 
fun game play with social gaming characters players love, and a completely new Walking Dead III™ game takes 
the action to new levels on EDGE X’s cinematic-style screens.  
 
The sleek new MarsX™ cabinet delivers an out-of-this-world gaming experience for players and never-before-
seen sight lines for operators. The MarsX revolution lands with the all-new Dollar Storm™, based on the global 
phenomenon Lightning Link™, and four launch game themes. Also on the MarsX is the game-changing Buffalo 
Gold Revolution™, created by Aristocrat’s Oz Studios and featuring a compelling new wheel bonus, adding an 
extra layer of fun to a player-favorite game. Other MarsX titles include Mighty Cash Ultra™ Lion Charge™ and 
Mighty Cash Xtra Reel™ Jai Cai™. 
 
Fun reaches new heights in Aristocrat’s RELM XL™ cabinet and the game themes Motown™, Buffalo Ignite™, 
and Liberty Link™. The popular RELM™ cabinet will feature the game themes Xtreme Mystery™, Make That 
Cash™, Gold Stacks 88™, and Buffalo Gold™. 
 
Aristocrat’s leading player loyalty vehicle Oasis 360™ will feature four groundbreaking solutions at OIGA.  
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First is Oasis Loyalty™, a one card solution for multi-site operators. Oasis Loyalty™ provides seamless 
integration across multiple properties to increase brand loyalty, provide rewards across all customer touch 
points, and drive brand adoption. 
 
Following Oasis Loyalty is Oasis Loyalty Kiosk, the first promotional kiosk solution that is directly integrated 
with Oasis to create a single or multi-site interaction (for Oasis Loyalty Customers). it combines several time-
consuming self-service features such as card reprints and Win/Loss statement with best in class promotions to 
create an exciting and time saving experience. 
 
Next is ONE LINK™, a fully customizable, integrated media and bonusing solution that empowers operators to 
think more creatively and deliver messaging and promotions in unique, modern fashion that spans across the 
entire floor. Creating increased patron excitement and engagement. 
 
Last, is Aristocrat’s TrackIT™ ticketing for tables. This solution provides operators the ability to create a 
frictionless experience by allowing slot ticket redemption at the table, the ability to track and monitor all table 
player and receive detailed reporting. This helps the property drive intelligent decision and creating a better 
gaming experience for all patrons. 
 
Off the tradeshow floor, Aristocrat Vice President of Oasis Systems Kelly Shaw will lead the panel “GGW’s 
Conversation with the C-Suite” featuring esteemed figures from across the Tribal gaming spectrum discussing 
Women in Leadership. 
 
About Aristocrat 
Aristocrat Technologies Inc. is a subsidiary of Aristocrat Leisure Limited (ASX: ALL), a global games leader with 
more than 6,000 employees. The company is licensed in around 300 gaming jurisdictions, operates in more 
than 90 countries, and offers a unique blend products and services. The company's mission is to bring joy to 
life through the power of play. Its values are rooted in creativity and technology, and the company has a rich 
history of innovation that has shaped the gaming industry over many decades. For further information, visit 
the company's website at http://www.aristocrat-us.com. 
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